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Abstract: Plagiarism in the sense of “theft of intellectual property” has been around for as long 
as humans have produced work of art and research. However, easy access to the Web, large 
databases, and telecommunication in general, has turned plagiarism into a serious problem for 
publishers, researchers and educational institutions. In this paper, we concentrate on textual 
plagiarism (as opposed to plagiarism in music, paintings, pictures, maps, technical drawings, 
etc.). We first discuss the complex general setting, then report on some results of plagiarism 
detection software and finally draw attention to the fact that any serious investigation in 
plagiarism turns up rather unexpected side-effects. We believe that this paper is of value to all 
researchers, educators and students and should be considered as seminal work that hopefully 
will encourage many still deeper investigations. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Defining Plagiarism 

There are many definitions of what constitutes plagiarism, and we will look at some 
of them in more detail below. However, according to research resources at 
plagiarism.org, the things that immediately come to mind as description of plagiarism 
are:  

• turning in someone else's work as your own 
• copying words or ideas from someone else without giving credit  
• failing to put a quotation in quotation marks 
• giving incorrect information about the source of a quotation 
• changing words but copying the sentence structure of a source without 

giving credit 
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• copying so many words or ideas from a source that it makes up the majority 
of your work, whether you give credit or not [Plagiarism.org 2006] 

 
The border-line between plagiarism and research is surprisingly murky. After all, 

advanced research is only possible by “standing on the shoulders” of others, as it is 
often said. In some areas (such as e.g. literature or law) a scholarly paper may well 
consist of a conjecture followed by hundreds of quotes from other sources to verify or 
falsify the thesis. In such case, any attempt to classify something as plagiarized vs. 
not-plagiarized just based on a count of lines of words that are taken literally from 
other sources is bound to fail. In other areas (like in a paper in mathematics) it may be 
necessary to quote standard literature just to make sure that readers have enough 
background to understand the important part, the proof of a new result whose length 
may well be below one third of the paper! In other disciplines like engineering or 
computer science the real value of a contribution may be in the device or algorithm 
developed (that may not even be explicitly included in the paper) rather than the 
description of why the device or algorithm is important that may well be spelled out 
in a number of text books. In summary, we believe that there is no valid definition of 
even textual plagiarism that is not somewhat domain dependent, complicating the 
issue tremendously. 

A good survey of further ideas about how to define plagiarism, and famous 
examples of suspected or perpetrated plagiarisms can be found in the Wikipedia1. Let 
us now turn, however, to an attempt to classify various types of plagiarism:  

Plagiarism is derived form the Latin word “plagiarius” which means kidnapper. It 
is defined as “the passing off of another person's work as if it were one's own, by 
claiming credit for something that was actually done by someone else” 
[Wikipedia:Plagiarism 2006]. Plagiarism is not always intentional or stealing some 
things from some one else; it can be unintentional or accidental and may comprise of 
self stealing. The broader categories of plagiarism include:  

 
• Accidental: due to lack of plagiarism knowledge, and understanding of 

citation or referencing style being practiced at an institute  
• Unintentional: the vastness of available information influences thoughts and 

the same ideas may come out via spoken or written expressions as one's own 
• Intentional: a deliberate act of copying complete or part of some one else’s 

work without giving proper credit to original creator 
• Self plagiarism: using self published work in some other form without 

referring to original one [Wikipedia:Plagiarism 2006] [Beasley 2006].  
 

There is a long list of plagiarism methods commonly in practise. Some of these 
methodologies include  

 
• copy-paste: copying word to word textual contents. 
• idea plagiarism: using similar concept or opinion which is not common 

knowledge. 

                                                           
1  www.wikipedia.com/wiki/plagiarism 
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• paraphrasing: changing grammar, similar meaning words, re-ordering 
sentences in original work. Or restating same contents in different words. 

• artistic plagiarism: presenting some one else’s work using different media, 
such as text, images, voice or video. 

• code plagiarism: using program code, algorithms, classes, or functions 
without permission or reference. 

• forgotten or expired links to resources: addition of quotations or reference 
marks but failing to provide information or up-to-date links to sources. 

• no proper use of quotation marks: failing to identify exact parts of borrowed 
contents. 

• misinformation of references: adding references to incorrect or non existing 
original sources. 

• translated plagiarism: cross language content translation and use without 
reference to original work. 

1.2 Impact 

A survey (released in June, 2005) conducted as part of Center of Academic Integrity’s 
Assessment project reveals that 40% of students admitted to engaging in plagiarism as 
compared to 10% reported in 1999 [CAI 2005]. Another mass survey conducted by a 
Rutgers University professor in 2003 reports 38% of students involved in online 
plagiarism [Rutgers 2003]. These alarming figures show a gradual increase. The new 
generation is more aware of technology than ever before. Plagiarism now is not 
confined to mere cut and paste; synonymising and translation technologies are giving 
a new dimension to plagiarism. 

Plagiarism is considered to be a most serious scholastic misconduct; academia 
everywhere is undertaking efforts to educate the students and teachers, by offering 
guides and tutorials to explain types of plagiarism and how to avoid it. 

This growing awareness is forcing universities and institutes all around to help 
students and faculty understand the meaning of academic integrity, plagiarism and its 
consequences. Since plagiarism is often connected with the failure to reference or 
quote properly, many institutions suggest following one of the recognized writing 
styles as proposed by major publishing companies like Springer, or by using well 
defined citation styles like: Modern Language Association (MLA) style2, Chicago 
Manual of style3, or American Psychological Association (APA) style4. 

2 Response of academic institutions 

Although plagiarism is reasonably well defined and explained in many forums, the 
penalty for cases detected varies from case to case and institution to institution,  

Many universities in the United States have well defined policies to classify and 
deal with academic misconduct. Rules and information regarding it are made 
available to students during the enrolment process, via information brochures and the 
                                                           
2 http://www.mla.org/style  
3 http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/  
4 http://www.apastyle.org/  
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university web sites. Academic dishonesty can be dealt with at teacher-student level 
or institute-student level. The penalties that can be imposed by teachers include 
written or verbal warning, failing or lower grades and extra assignments. The 
institutional case handling involves hearing and investigation by an appropriate 
committee, with the accused aware and part of whole process. The institutional level 
punishments may include official censure, academic integrity training exercises, 
social work, transcript notation, suspension, expulsion, revocation of degree or 
certificate and possibly even referral of the case to legal authorities. To be specific, 
we have collected a number of examples: 

Stanford University: Stanford University provides its students with a well defined 
academic misconduct policy (Honor Code, in force since 1921) and a good collection 
of copyright and fair use resources [Stanford Copyright 2006]. According to an article 
in the Stanford daily, the Stanford’s office of judicial affairs saw 126 percent increase 
in honor code violation from 1998 to 2001. This precipitated the increasing usage of 
anti plagiarism software among instructors at individual levels [Stanford Daily 2003]. 
As per the Stanford Honor Code “The standard penalty for a first offence includes a 
one-quarter suspension from the University and 40 hours of community service. In 
addition, most faculty members issue a "No Pass" or "No Credit" for the course in 
which the violation occurred. The standard penalty for multiple violations (e.g. 
cheating more than once in the same course) is a three-quarter suspension and 40 or 
more hours of community service” [Stanford Honorcode 1921]. Some sample cases 
and sanctions are available at, University’s Judicial Affairs website5. 

Yale University: Yale College Executive Committee Yearly Chair Reports [Yale 
2005] indicate that the committee had to deal with a sizeable number of plagiarism 
cases every year. They show great concern about increase in web plagiarism. There 
are discussions about its causes and possible preventive measures mentioned in the 
reports. Punishments vary from case to case starting from reprimands, probations and 
extending to suspension. Despite clear academic misconduct policies there were cases 
of accidental or mistaken plagiarism, which suggests that there is a need of more 
effective ways of communicating details to students. Teachers are encouraged to 
explain plagiarism, citation rules and writing styles to students. 

U.C. Berkeley: This university also has clear policies and preventive procedures 
against academic dishonesty. Instructors are encouraged to resolve the matter 
personally and issue academic sanctions; in case an accused person does not agree 
with allegations or sanctions, the matter is handed over to student judicial affairs for 
further investigations and resolution. Sanctions at U.C. Berkeley for plagiarism are 
warning/censure, community service, letters of apology, counselling, additional 
coursework, disciplinary probation, suspension, dismissal, and restitution [Berkeley 
2006]. 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: MIT has well defined policies and 
procedures for handling academic misconduct [MIT policies 2006]. Teachers are 
encouraged to educate students about permissible academic conduct. MIT’s online 
writing and communication center [MIT Writing 2006] provides a platform to 
improve writing abilities and explains various aspects of plagiarism. According to a 
report available at MIT News Office portal, usually the discipline committee has to 

                                                           
5 http://www.stanford.edu/dept/vpsa/judicialaffairs/students/pdf/plagiarism.cases.pdf  
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handle 12 to 15 cases annually with a tendency of increase in number of cases in 
recent years [MIT News 2003].  The penalties follow a similar trend as in other 
universities, starting from reduced grades, warning letters, redo of exam or 
assignment and in extreme cases with recommendation of the discipline committee, 
suspension or expulsion. 

In Europe, UK is probably ahead of the other countries by taking collective 
measures against plagiarism. Most of the universities have online guides and tutorials 
available for students and researchers, helping them to understand academic integrity 
and improving writing skills. The higher education community in UK took a 
collective measure by forming a plagiarism advisory service [JISC 2006] giving all 
UK institutes access to an online plagiarism detection service. 

University of Cambridge: At Cambridge, suspected plagiarism cases involve 
separate academic and disciplinary elements. Examiners are asked to evaluate and 
make recommendations about suspected work but they can not impose any penalty. 
The proctors, university advocates and courts decide about the sanctions in light of 
recommendations by examiners and investigations [Cambridge 2006]. 

Oxford University: According to the University Gazette March 2005, six 
plagiarism related cases were dealt with during the previous term. “Three cases were 
dealt with by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction; in each, the examiners were 
instructed to disregard the plagiarised work and the candidates were permitted to 
resubmit (with a marks penalty in one case). The Disciplinary Court dealt with 2 
plagiarism cases; in one case the examiners were instructed to disregard the 
plagiarised work. The candidate was failed in a previously completed M.St. 
examination but permitted to retake the examination, and if the examiners are 
satisfied, permitted to re-enter the degree for M.Phil. In the second case, a candidate 
had previously been convicted of plagiarism by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction. 
He/she was permitted to submit new work and some of this was subsequently found 
to contain plagiarised material. A charge of attempting to cheat or act dishonestly was 
dismissed, but the candidate was nevertheless failed in the BCL examination. 
Following a proctorial investigation, and taking into consideration certain mitigating 
factors, the Examiners were instructed to disregard a candidate's original M.Phil 
submission. He/she was given permission to submit replacement work to be 
determined by the Examiners” [Oxford Gazette 2005]. 

Elsewhere in Europe, there is also a growing concern and individual efforts have 
been started by teachers at departmental levels to educate researchers and students 
about plagiarism. At Graz University of Technology, Austria, a Commission for 
Scientific Integrity and Ethics defines guiding principles to deal with cases of 
plagiarism. A catalogue of possible academic, civil and criminal consequences will be 
ready by end of 2006. Instructors at various institutes of the university started adding 
information and warnings about plagiarism some time ago, e.g. figure 1, 2 & 3 show 
responses to plagiarism cases on course websites at various institutes of Technical 
University Graz.  
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Figure 1: Taken from course information page by Harald Krottmaier, Institute of 
Computer Graphics and Knowledge Visualization, TU Graz 

 

 

Figure 2: Taken from teaching information page, Institute for Applied Information 
Processing and Communications (IAIK) TU Graz 

 

 

Figure 3: Taken from Bachelor seminar project contents by Elisabeth Oswald, 
Institute for applied information processing and communications (IAIK), TU Graz  
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In the information on a course (shown in Figure 4) on how to write scientific 
contributions the first author of this paper states explicitly, that plagiarism will result 
in expulsion and therefore failing the course. 
 

 

Figure 4: Taken from a course presentation of author, Institute for Information 
Systems and Computer Media (IICM) TU Graz 

The problem of academic misconduct and plagiarism also exists in universities of 
developing countries. The situation there has different dimensions where language 
problems and lack of guidance create further complications. The concept of 
plagiarism is generally less known and very little institutional efforts are made to 
educate students and staff about the plagiarism. However, this is changing rapidly, 
because of high profile incidents causing an alarming situation and introduction of 
strict measures to address the problem. The Higher Education Commission of 
Pakistan issued detailed guidelines and zero tolerance policy against plagiarism to all 
universities of the country [HEC Press 2006]. This was initiated due to the discovery 
of high profile plagiarism cases at Pakistani universities which lead to the resignation 
of involved faculty members and expulsion of students. 

At some places the fight against plagiarism is more about grooming the writers 
with organized guidelines, tutorials and honor codes; in other cases it is more about 
detection and punishment. However, a well balanced combination of both is the most 
effective approach. 

3 Detecting plagiarism 

Plagiarism detection methods can be broadly categorized into three main categories; 
the most common approach is by comparing the document against a body of 
documents, basically on a word by word basis where documents may reside locally or 
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not. The other two approaches are not exploited as much, yet can also be surprisingly 
successful. One is by taking a characteristic paragraph and just doing a search with a 
good search engine like Google. And the other is by trying to do style analysis; in this 
case either just within the document at issue or performing writing style comparison 
with documents previously written by the same author. This is usually called 
stylometry. 

Let us look at the three approaches in more detail: 

3.1 Document source comparison: 

This approach can be further divided into two categories; one that operates locally on 
the client computer and does analysis on local databases of documents or performs 
internet searches, the other is server based technology where the user uploads the 
document and the detection processes take place remotely. The most commonly used 
techniques in current document source comparison involve word stemming or 
fingerprinting. This is an approach introduced by Manber [Manber 1994] where 
moderately sized strings (Fingerprints) from a document are compared for similarities 
with preprocessed indexes from other documents. The result gives a similarity 
approximation among documents being checked. Figure 5 shows a generic structure 
of document source comparison based plagiarism detection system. 

 

Figure 5: Plagiarism detection with document source comparison 

The core finger printing idea has been modified and enhanced by various 
researchers to improve similarity detection. Many current commercial plagiarism 
detection service providers claim to have proprietary fingerprinting and comparison 
mechanisms. The comparison can be local or it can be across the internet. Some 
services utilize the potentials of available search engines. Many such tools use Google 
Search API6 providing querying capabilities to billions of web resources. Recent steps 

                                                           
6 http://www.google.com/apis/ 
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taken by Google to index the full text of some of the world’s leading research libraries 
[Band 2006], and its well known searching and ranking algorithm makes it an ideal 
choice not only for open source and free tools but is also used by many commercial 
service providers and applications. The more popular commercial and server based 
approaches claim to use their own search and querying techniques over more 
extensively indexed internet documents, proprietary databases, password protected 
document archives and paper mills. (We will mention more on those in the next 
paragraph.). The detection services or tools usually represent the similarity findings in 
a report format, by identifying matches and their sources. The findings are then 
utilized by users of the service to determine whether the writing under question is 
actually plagiarized or whether there are other reasons for match detection. We come 
back to this later in the paper. 

Returning to the issue of paper mills, this term refers to “website where students 
can download essays, either free or for a service charge. Online paper mills usually 
contain a large, searchable database of essays. Most paper mills today offer 
customized writing services, usually charging by the page. Some sites now even offer 
ready-made college application essays from applicants who have been accepted” 
[Wikipedia:papermill 2006]. 

There are a number of web sites  that even list paper mills!7 

3.2 Manual search of characteristic phrases 

Using this approach the instructor or examiner selects some phrases or sentences 
representing core concepts of a paper. These phrases are then searched across the 
internet using single or multiple search engines. Let us explain this by means of an 
example.  

Suppose we detect the following sentence in a student’s essay  
 
 “Let us call them eAssistants. They will be not much bigger than a credit card, 

with a fast processor, gigabytes of internal memory, a combination of mobile-phone, 
computer, camera”  

 
Since eAssistant is an uncommon term, it makes sense to input the term into a 

Google query. Indeed if this done the query produces: 
 
"(Maurer H., Oliver R.) The Future of PCs and Implications on Society -  
Let us call them eAssistants. They will be not much bigger than a credit card, with a 
fast processor, gigabytes of internal memory, a combination of ... 
www.jucs.org/jucs_9_4/the_future_of_pcs/Maurer_H_2.html - 34k -" 
 

This proves that without further tools the student has used part of a paper 
published in the Journal of Universal Computer Science8. It is clear that this approach 
is labor intensive; hence it is obvious that some automation will make sense, as is 
done in SNITCH [Niezgoda & Way 2006]. 

                                                           
7 see http://www.coastal.edu/library/presentations/mills2.html 
8  see http://www.jucs.org 
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3.3 Stylometry 

Stylometric analysis is based on individual and unique writing styles of various 
persons. The disputed writing can be evaluated using different factors within the same 
writing. Or it can be cross compared with previous writings by the same author. The 
detection of plagiarism within the document domain or without any external reference 
is well described as “intrinsic plagiarism detection” by Eissen and Stein [Eissen & 
Stein 2006]. This approach requires well defined quantification of linguistic features 
which can be used to determine inconsistencies within a document. According to 
Eissen and Stein “Most stylometric features fall in one of the following five 
categories: (i) text statistics, which operate at the character level, (ii) syntactic 
features, which measure writing style at the sentence-level, (iii) part-of-speech 
features to quantify the use of word classes, (iv) closed-class word sets to count 
special words, and (v) structural features, which reflect text organization.” [Eissen & 
Stein 2006] The paper quoted, adds a new quantification statistic “the averaged word 
frequency class” and presents experiments showing its effectiveness. As an example 
of simple generic intrinsic plagiarism analysis let us take the following paragraph. 
 

“Our goal is to identify files that came from the same source or contain parts 
that came from the same source. We say that two files are similar if they contain a 
significant number of common substrings that are not too small. We would like to find 
enough common substrings to rule out chance, without requiring too many so that we 
can detect similarity even if significant parts of the files are different. However, my 
interest in plagiarism lies within academic institutions, so the document domain will 
be local research articles. The limited scope of domain will make it easier to 
determine if it is same source or not.” 

A careful reading reveals the following inconsistencies:  
 
• There is a change in pronoun from “our/we” to “my”  
• The writer used the article “the” with “same source” in two sentences and 

missed the article in another. 
 
The bold words show the inconsistency and thus exhibit the possibility of 

plagiarism, where the writer took text from some source not matching the overall 
writing style. This approach can be hard to use in case of collaboratively written text 
where multiple writers are contributing to a single source. 

Cross comparisons include a check on change of vocabulary, common spelling 
mistakes, the use of punctuation and common structural features such as word counts, 
sentence length distributions etc. (see example of using structural features to detect 
similarity in “Advanced Techniques” section). In order to further explain stylometry 
and another approach, we look at a service by Glatt [Glatt 2006], which uses Wilson 
Taylor's (1953) cloze procedure. In this approach every fifth word in a suspected 
document is removed and the writer is asked to fill the missing spaces. The number of 
correct responses and answering time is used to calculate plagiarism probability. For 
example the examiner suspects that the following paragraph is plagiarized. 

 
“The proposed framework is a very effective approach to deal with information 

available to any individual. It provides precise and selected news and information 
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with a very high degree of convenience due to its capabilities of natural interactions 
with users. The proposed user modelling and information domain ontology offers a 
very useful tool for browsing the information repository, keeping the private and 
public aspects of information retrieval separate. Work is underway to develop and 
integrate seed resource knowledge structures forming basis of news ontology and 
user models using.....”  
 

The writer is asked to take a test and fill in periodic blank spaces in text to verify 
the claim of authorship. A sample test based on above paragraph is shown in figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Stylometric test, Glatt Plagiarism Self-Detection Program 

 

Figure 7: Stylometric test results 
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The percentage of correct answers can be used to determine if the writing is from 
the same person or not. The result of the mentioned test is shown in figure 7. This 
approach is not always feasible in academic environment where large numbers of 
documents are needed to be processed, but it provides a very effective secondary 
layer of detection to confirm and verify the results. 

4 Available tools 

Several applications and services exist to help academia detect intellectual dishonesty. 
We have selected some of these tools which are currently particularly popular and 
describe their main features in what follows. 
 
Turnitin: This is a product from iParadigms [iParadigm 2006]. It is a web based 
service. Detection and processing is done remotely. The user uploads the suspected 
document to the system database. The system creates a complete fingerprint of the 
document and stores it. Proprietary algorithms are used to query the three main 
sources: one is the current and extensively indexed archive of Internet with 
approximately 4.5 billion pages, books and journals in the ProQuest™ database; and 
10 million documents already submitted to the Turnitin database.  
 

 

Figure 8: Turnitin, Instructor view of assignment inbox 

Turnitin offers different account types. They include consortium, institute, 
department and individual instructor. The former account type can create later 
mentioned accounts and have management capabilities. At instructor account level, 
teachers can create classes and generate class enrolment passwords. Such passwords 
are distributed among students when joining the class and for the submission of 
assignments. Figure 8 and 9 gives an idea of the system’s user-interface. 
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Figure 9: Turnitin, originality report of a submission 

The system generates the originality report within some minutes of submission. 
The report contains all the matches detected and links to original sources with color 
codes describing the intensity of plagiarism [Turnitin tour 2006]. It is however not a 
final statement of plagiarism.  A higher percentage of similarities found do not 
necessarily mean that it actually is a case of plagiarism (for further explanation see 
Section 3). One has to interpret each identified match to deduce whether it is a false 
alarm or actually needs attention. This service is used by all UK institutes via the 
Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) plagiarism Advisory Program [JISC 
2006].  

 
SafeAssignment: This web based service by Mydropbox, claims to search an index of 
8 billion internet documents, ProQuest™, FindArticles™ database by LookSmart™ 
and other major scholastic databases. The system also searches 300,000 documents 
that are known to be offered by Paper Mills. SafeAssignment also utilizes proprietary 
archives of institutional partners. Password protected and zipped archives can be 
indexed on demand. This product keeps fingerprints of the submitted papers in 
separate databases belonging to the account owner institute in order to avoid any legal 
or copy right problems. The service uses proprietary searching and ranking algorithms 
for match detection of fingerprints with its resources. The plagiarism detection result 
is presented to the user after a couple of minutes of submission, i.e. is similar in this 
respect with previously mentioned products [Mydropbox 2006]. Figure 10 displays 
report of a processed paper. 
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Figure 10: Mydropbox, paper information report 

Mydropbox products integrates with other learning management systems 
(Blackboard ®, WebCT) to extend plagiarism detection capabilities in existing 
systems running at institutes. 
 
Docol©c: A web based service offered by Institut für Angewandte 
Lerntechnologien(IFALT)9. This service utilizes the searching and ranking 
capabilities of the Google API. The user of the service uploads the document that 
needs to be evaluated to a server. The software provides a simple console to set 
fingerprint (search fragments) size, date constraints, filtering and other report related 
options. The analysis report is sent to the browser or user’s email identifying the 
matched fragments and internet sources. Figures 11 and 12 show different consoles 
and detection report by service. 
 

                                                           
9 http://www.ifalt.com/ 
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Figure 11: Docoloc, Start page and detection preference settings 
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Figure 12: Docoloc, Sections of test report 

This service is totally dependent on the Google API and might become 
unavailable or change at any point. Service availability is NOT guaranteed by the 
providers.  
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Urkund: Another server based plagiarism detection web service which offers an 
integrated and automated solution for plagiarism detection. It utilizes standard email 
systems for submission of documents and viewing results. This tool also claims to 
search through all available online sources giving priority to educational and 
scandinavian origin. This system claims to process 300 different types of document 
submissions [Urkund 2006]. 
 
Copycatch:  A client based tool used to compare locally available databases of 
documents. It offers ‘gold’ and ‘campus versions’ [CopyCatch 2006], giving 
comparison capabilities for large number of local resources. It also offers a web 
version which extends the capabilities of plagiarism detection across the internet 
using the Goggle API. Users are required to signup for personal Google API licences. 
 
WCopyfind: An open source tool for detecting words or phrases of defined length 
within a local repository of documents [Wcopyfind 2006]. The product is being 
modified to extend searching capabilities across the internet using the Google API at 
ACT labs10. The resultant product SNITCH [Niezgoda & Way 2006] is expected to be 
an application version of Docol©c web service. 
 
Eve2 (Essay Verification Engine): This tool works at the client side and uses it own 
internet search mechanism to find out about plagiarized contents in a suspected 
document [EVE 2006]. It presents the user with a report identifying matches found in 
the World Wide Web. 
 
GPSP - Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program: This software works locally and uses an 
approach to plagiarism detection that differs from previously mentioned services. 
GPSP detection is based on writing styles and patterns. The author of a suspected 
submission has to go through a test of filling blank spaces in the writing. The number 
of correctly filled spaces and the time taken for completion of the test provides the 
hypothesis of plagiarism guilt or innocence [Glatt 2006]. This has already been 
discussed in some detail in Section 3.3. 
 
MOSS - a Measure of Software Similarity: MOSS Internet service [MOSS 2006] 
“accepts batches of documents and returns a set of HTML pages showing where 
significant sections of a pair of documents are very similar” [Schleimer et al. 2003]. 
The service specializes in detecting plagiarism in C, C++, Java, Pascal, Ada, ML, 
Lisp, or Scheme programs. 
 
JPlag: Another internet based service [JPlag 2006] which is used to detect similarities 
among program source codes. Users upload the files to be compared and the system 
presents a report identifying matches. JPlag does programming language syntax and 
structure aware analysis to find results.  
 

When using server based applications to evaluate student’s work it is advisable to 
inform students about the online submission of authenticity checks. Such services 

                                                           
10 http://actlab.csc.villanova.edu/ 
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keep a fingerprint version of student work in their database which is in turn used for 
further checking processes. This may be considered a violation of student’s 
intellectual property copyrights [IPR overview 2006]. There are examples of students 
filing legal cases to prevent their work being submitted to such systems [CNN 2004] 
and threatening to sue for negligence when the institution was unable to provide clear 
policy statements about their prohibitions and treatment of plagiarism 
[Wikipedia:Kent 2006]. All this makes it very important for universities to have a 
well defined policy and guidance system when students enrol at a university that uses 
such services. 

5 Unexpected Results 

The broad scope of plagiarism makes one wonder about the potential of available 
services. Some of the test cases worth mentioning are listed in this section. 

“Paraphrasing” means using some one else’s ideas but rewriting it with different 
words. This is certainly also plagiarism. Plagiarists who want to avoid even the work 
of coming up with words of their own can use a thesaurus or some “synonymizer” to 
do the job for them. A proof of concept of such an obvious cheat is a limited 
dictionary tool the Anti-Anti Plagiarism System11. The library of words in such tools 
can be enhanced to fit individual requirements. A paraphrased portion of writing 
using this approach was tested with two of the more often used plagiarism detection 
services. 

 
We chose the following paragraph: 

“According to many observers, the coming decade will be the decade of 
speech technologies. Computer systems, whether stationary or mobile, wired or 
wireless, will increasingly offer users the opportunity to interact with information 
and people through speech. This has been made possible by the arrival of relatively 
robust, speaker-independent, spontaneous (or continuous) spoken dialogue systems 
in the late 1990s as well as through the constantly falling costs of computer speed, 
bandwidth, storage, and component miniaturisation. The presence of a speech 
recogniser in most appliances combined with distributed speech processing 
technologies will enable users to speak their native tongue when interacting with 
computer systems for a very large number of purposes. ”  
[Bryan Duggan, Mark Deegan, "Considerations in the usage of text to speech (TTS) 
in the creation of natural sounding voice enabled web systems", ACM International 
Conference Proceeding Series; Vol. 49, 2003] 

 
Paraphrasing it, using a simple automatic word replacement tool we obtain: 
 

“Agreeing to many onlookers, the approaching era will be the era of verbal 
technologies. Computer systems, whether desktop or mobile, with wires or without 
wires, will progressively offer users the chance to interface with data and persons via 

                                                           
11 http://sourceforge.net/projects/aaps  
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speech. This has been made viable by the appearance of comparatively flourishing, 
speaker-free, impulsive (or continual) verbal conversation systems in the late 1990s 
as well as through the persistently declining prices of computer speed, network 
communication capabilities, storage space, and component miniaturization. The 
existence of a speech recognizer in most devices united with distributed speech 
processing technologies will allow users to speak their local language when working 
with computer systems for a great number of reasons. ” 

 
Note in passing that such simple automatic paraphrasing results in fairly poor 

English. To really use such an anti-anti/plagiarism tool more sophisticated linguistic 
techniques are essential. 

The originality reports from two service providers in figure 13 and 14 show 
failure of detection. 
 

 

Figure 13: Originality report by first service 
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Figure 14: Originality report by second service 

The above example shows the weakness of word by word comparison or using 
fingerprints just involving the exact words occurring in a text. We will come back to 
this issue later in section 6 where we will discuss possible solutions for this problem. 

At times, various systems show a very high percentage of matches; this does not 
necessarily mean that the document is plagiarized. Rather, it can be due to the fact 
that we are checking some paper that has already been put on some server, hence the 
match is made with exactly the same contribution by the same author.  In such a case, 
one can use the facility to exclude the high percentage matching original source and 
regenerate the report showing other matches detected by the system. Figures (15 - 17) 
show such a case and two versions of originality report. 
 

 

Figure 15: System showing 91% match for a particular paper 
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Figure 16: Report showing high percentage of match from a single source 

 

Figure 17: More meaning full report after excluding the high percentage source 
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Hence if a system finds a very high percentage match it can mean that the 
uploading was done in the wrong order! 

Testing with tabular information and text in languages with special characters 
(German, Swedish, French etc.) showed that some of available systems are unable to 
correctly process data in table cells. Figure 18 shows few portions of test documents 
submitted to different systems. The collected text in test comes from internet available 
documents and websites. 
 

 

Figure 18: Original tabular data with text containing special characters 

Processing of testing documents through different detection services showed that 
in some cases the sentences are broken irregularly making a wrong fingerprint which 
might lead to false or no match detection. Some systems are also unable to properly 
process special characters; this might be the cause of no or lesser percentage of match 
detection in few test cases. Figures (19 - 20) show few portions of resulting reports. 
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Figure 19: Report with broken table cell text 

 

Figure 20: Document report with special characters 

One interesting fact about the use of plagiarism detection services is that they can 
be also employed to discover illegal copies of our own writing as well. One such 
example is shown below: A paper produced by the first author of this paper showed a 
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71% match using one of the plagiarism detection services. A more detailed analysis of 
the report revealed the fact that various portions of the paper were used illegally at 
different places. Figures (21-22) show the relevant reports. 
 

 

Figure 21: Use of plagiarism detection tools to discover copies of own writings 

 

Figure 22: Report with links showing copied portion of text 

The highlighted/plagiarised portions in the report are linked to a specific URL 
pointing to the source. Visiting these sources confirms that the text was illegally 
copied from the author’s paper that had appeared in a journal previously. 
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Table 1: Comparison of plagiarism detection capabilities 

We tested two commonly used commercial services (Turnitin and Mydropbox) 
with a selected set of submissions. The experiments showed generally similar results. 
We will return to a comparison of those tools and other techniques together with a 
discussion that shows how blurred the borders of plagiarism are in [Zaka & Maurer 
2006], based on first observations in [Maurer et al. 2006]. 

6 Advanced techniques 

Most services and tools described in earlier sections address verbatim plagiarism and 
utilize the document source comparison approach for detection. Thus, similarities that 
are not detectable by just comparison of word-based fingerprints usually escape those 
tools. However, more sophisticated similarity detection which is the core of source 
comparison is used to some extent already in many other areas such as data mining, 
indexing, knowledge management and automated essay grading.  

 Turnitin Mydropbox Docol©c 

Technology 

Web based, 
server side 
processing, 
support 
internet and 
other external 
scholastic 
databases 

Web based, server 
side processing, 
support internet 
and other external 
scholastic 
databases 

Web based, 
server side 
processing, 
support internet 
searches via 
Google API 

Supported file types 

MS Word, 
WordPerfect, 
PostScript, 
PDF, HTML, 
RTF, and 
plain text 

ZIP, DOC, TXT, 
PDF, RTF, HTML 
and Direct text 
paste in text box at 
site 

PDF, DOC 
(Word®), RTF, 
HTML, PPT, 
(Power Point®), 
XLS (Excel®), 
and TXT 

Verbatim/Cut-Paste 
check Yes Yes Yes 

Paraphrase check No No No 

Tabular information 
processing 

Showed 
problem in 
some cases 

Yes Yes 

Translation check No No No 
Image/multi-media 
checks No No No 

Reference validity 
check No No No 

Exclusion/selection 
of sources Yes Yes No 
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Although we are not aware of concept-oriented or semantic similarity detection in 
existing plagiarism detection services we do find experimental research projects and 
other commercial products which utilize innovative similarity detection 
methodologies, often for simpler tasks e.g. just checking whether a question asked is 
similar to one in the list of available FAQs. 

A research paper in this direction describing so-called Active Documents explains 
that the most satisfying approach for checking whether a similarity exists in the 
meaning of different pieces of text is of course to determine their semantic 
equivalence. “To actually prove that two pieces of text are semantically equivalent 
one would require a complete understanding of natural language, something still quite 
elusive. However, we can consider a compromise: rather than allowing a full natural 
language we restrict our attention to a simplified grammar and to a particular domain 
for which an ontology (semantic network) is developed. Clearly, sufficiently 
restricting syntactic possibilities and terms to be used will allow one to actually prove 
the equivalence of pieces of text.” [Heinrich & Maurer 2000]. 

Before we further look at various experiments that use semantic information and 
find aspects that may limit their use in similarity analysis we first describe one 
mathematical approach generally used in similarity detection. 

A popular approach to similarity detection or pattern recognition is the use of a 
vector space model to determine cosine (i.e. angular) similarity among vectors of 
keywords/function-words extracted from the text under inspection. 
 
To elaborate more let us take an example of two sentences 
 
Text A: “A rainy day with a cold wind” 
Text B: “A sunny day with blue sky”  
Each text is represented in a word frequency table as follows: 
 

Text A: Text B:  Complete vocabulary: 
a: 2 a: 1 a 
rainy: 1 blue: 1 blue 
day: 1 day: 1 cold 
with: 1 sunny: 1 day 
cold: 1 sky: 1 rainy 
wind: 1 with: 1 sky 
  sunny 
  wind 
  with 

Table 2: Word-frequency in text, and complete vocabulary 

 
The representation of the two pieces of  text as vectors based against the vocabulary 
is: Text A= {2,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,1} and Text  B= {1,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,1}. 
 
Now let us take some text for similarity detection e.g. C: “A cold day”. The vector 
representation is C= {1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0}. 
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The cosine similarity measure between text A and C is calculated using formula 

 |C-VectorA||-Vector|
C-Vector A -Vector •

 
Calculations give us similarity measure of 0.769 between document A and C and 

0.471 between B and C. Thus one can make assumption of similarity even if the two 
pieces of text are not completely identical. In real applications word vectors are made 
by the removal of stop words (frequently occurring words that can be ignored in a 
query, e.g. the, is, of, be, a etc.) and keyword vectors generally are made using tf-idf12 
weights. These are very common methods and their functionality and limitations are 
well known. One can imagine that using a semantic matrix of words and concepts for 
a large corpus of text and complete language information, the vector space can be 
easily too large for practical computation. Thus, we need ideas and methodologies to 
improve this analysis. Examples are limiting the domain (i.e. to the ontology of 
subject in question) as described earlier in this section or other techniques which we 
will discuss a bit later. 

The plagiarists today are becoming aware of limitations of existing systems and 
avoid detection by using linguistic tools as demonstrated in one example above. They 
can replace functional words after small intervals by using synonyms, retaining the 
idea or concept behind the sentences, yet remain undetected.  

However, semantic or syntactic elements of any language can be used to enhance 
similarity detection mechanism and anti plagiarism software as well. One such 
approach to empower document similarity detection using semantic analysis is 
discussed by Iyer and Singh. Their system extracts keywords (nouns, verbs, adjectives 
in this case, ignoring adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections) 
representing structural characteristics of documents. Synonym clusters for keywords 
are looked up from WordNet13 and each cluster is represented with a numeric value. 
All keywords that are present in the structural characteristic tree of the document also 
carry the numeric value of the synonym cluster they belong too. Thus, when 
comparing sources, the binary comparison of synonym cluster numbers tells whether 
two words are synonyms. The software runs the comparison algorithms initially on 
the structural characteristic tree of the complete document. If similarities are above a 
certain threshold, only then is sentence level comparison initiated. This makes the 
system capable of detecting similarity even with minor semantic modifications at 
sentence level [Iyer & Singh 2005]. 

Another approach of “Using Syntactic Information to Identify Plagiarism” shows 
the effectiveness of linguistic information to detect similarities among different words 
to express the same material. This experimental study goes beyond just using 
synonyms, it “presents a set of low-level syntactic structures that capture creative 
aspects of writing and show that information about linguistic similarities of works 
improves recognition of plagiarism” [Uzuner et al. 2005]. This research experiment 
identifies classes for different syntactic expressions for the same content, called 
“syntactic elements of expression”. These elements of expression include: different 
variations of initial and final phrases of a sentence, argument structures of verb 

                                                           
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf 
13 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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phrases and syntactic classes of verb phrases. All possible variations are considered to 
combat initial and final phrase structure alterations. 

For example, a sentence may have following class of three different expressive 
alterations:  
(a) Martha can finally put some money in the bank. 
(b) Martha can put some money in the bank, finally. 
(c) Finally, Martha can put some money in the bank.” [Uzuner et al. 2005] 
 

This research experiment also enriches its syntactic elements of expressions by 
employing Levin’s classes [Levin 1993] of verbs. In Levin’s classes verbs are 
classified using various syntactic alterations a verb is subject to, and the classes of 
verbs with similar meanings. These features are combined to create further elements 
of expression for testing data (including English translations of literary work by 
different translators). This data is then used for recognition of paraphrased writings 
with similar contents. Although this is a computationally expensive approach 
compared to conventional content recognition approaches such as comparing tf-idf 
weighted keywords, function words, distribution of word lengths and sentence 
lengths, the results presented show a significantly better average of similarity 
detection over baseline/conventional approaches [Uzuner et al. 2005].  

There are services available that evaluate the text contents on a conceptual level 
for automated essay grading. They compare semantic similarities among contents 
(written essay and domain knowledge) to calculate grades. A method used in such 
systems is “Latent Semantic Analysis” (LSA). This is a statistical technique for 
extracting and representing the similarity of meaning of words and passages by the 
analysis of large bodies of text” [LSA 2006]. A matrix of words and related segments 
is used to build a word to concept semantic domain space. The text needed to be 
checked for similarity with this domain space is also represented in document vector 
form. If the document vector is similar to the model answer vector (again the measure 
of angle between vectors defines closeness to each other) in this domain the document 
will have higher similarity grade. This kind of system which detects semantic 
similarities to grade some writing can also be used effectively for paraphrased 
plagiarism detection. But even with a singular value decomposition approach in LSA 
to reduce word and context matrix, the matrix dimensions are still large and the vector 
space analysis is computationally demanding.  

As mentioned before, in the case of plagiarism detection we are usually dealing 
with a very large corpus of textual information making such analysis not as yet 
practical. This necessitates methodologies to enhance processing and making the 
methods mentioned feasible for practical environments.  

Another approach utilizing the power of Normalized Word Vectors (NWV) is to 
further reduce the word-concept vector space by normalizing all words to a thesaurus 
root word. The convergence to a singular concept word reduces the domain space and 
document vectors significantly. The cosine similarity measure can then be used to 
find semantic relevance among answers [Williams 2006]. This in turn leads to a 
reduced computational load and can perhaps make such methodology practical for 
plagiarism detection.  
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A more generic technology of query formulation is being investigated which use 
NWV technology and dynamic ontological filtering to help extend the semantic 
similarity detection mechanism in various applications [Dreher & Williams 2006]. 

It is interesting to note that some times less computationally demanding simple 
text structure analysis techniques such as average word lengths, sentence counts, 
words per sentence etc. can be very useful in cases of suspected plagiarism in 
different documents. A simple example in Figure 23 show the use of sentence and 
word counts to determine style similarity between two paragraphs in the test case used 
before, where simple synonym replacement made similarity undetectable using 
conventional plagiarism detection services. We developed a simple program to 
calculate the standard deviation of the difference vector of the sentence lengths 
(calculated on the basis of number of words) of two suspected paragraphs. This can be 
a good indicator of text structure similarity, and can be used to identify potentially 
similar documents. 
 

 

Figure 23: Statistical text structure analysis 

Statistical analysis may determine a preliminary similarity measure. Suspected 
parts can then be put to further more advanced semantic or syntactic testing 
algorithms to confirm the detection.  
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7 Problems and Visions 

Looking at the extent of the problem, it is quite obvious that academia requires tools 
and services to automate and enhance plagiarism detection. Our analysis of these tools 
revealed a number of areas which need attention.  

Almost all tools and services produce results that can not be used as a final report 
without human interpretation. The problems pointed out by the system have to be 
analyzed by domain experts for verification and further investigation. This limitation 
suggests more work is required to adapt systems to provide an analysis layer that 
triggers further investigative matches and produces a more conclusive result. A viable 
solution will probably have to be interactive, with feedback from the examiner to 
confirm system assumptions before proceeding with additional analyses.  

The results of research studies and experiments described in the previous section 
seem encouraging. However, to date, we found no evidence of any released tool or 
service which uses language information, syntactic and semantic aspects of writings 
to detect paraphrased or translated plagiarism. Current detection tools are lagging 
behind without having broad and generic ontology of linguistic or writing parameters 
which convert the search patterns to a certain level of abstraction.   

Increased ease of access to global and multilingual contents makes detection of 
translated plagiarism a vital requirement for detection systems. The detection services 
can use translation tools to convert foreign language contents into a basic English 
form, apply normalization techniques to generate a generic index of document sources 
and apply semantic similarity checks for detection. To illustrate what we mean 
consider the following example 
 
Synonym classes in German: 
{Cabriolet, Cabrio, Zweisitzer, Automobil, Personenauto, PKW, Auto, …}  Auto 
{tiefbblau, azurblau, türkisblau, blau, ...}  blau 
{Klatsch, Plumps,…}  Lärm 
{fallen, sinken, herunterfallen, hinunterfallen} fallen 
{laut, heftig, stark, groß,…}  groß 
{Bach, Fluss, Teich, See, Wasser, …}  Wasser 
 
Synonym classes English: 
{cabriolet, car, limousine, automobile, …}  car 
{deep blue, azul, azure, sky-blue, dark blue, …}  blue 
{splash, splish, …}  noise 
{fall, drop, …}  fall 
{loud, strong, great, big, …}  big 
{creek, brook, stream, river, pond, pool, lake, …}  water 
 

Let us now see, how the two sentences: "Das azurblaue Cabriolet fiel mit lautem 
Klatschen in den Bach" (German) and "The deep-blue limousine dropped with a big 
splash into the river" (English) can be determined to be similar:  
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The sentence: 
"Das azurblaue Cabriolet fiel mit lautem Klatschen in den Bach" is converted using 
grammatical rules (such as stemming, conjugation, etc.) and employing German 
synonym classes to: 
“blau Auto fallen gross Lärm Wasser” 
 
A machine translation of this will provide: "blue car fall big noise water". 
 

The English sentence “The deep-blue limousine dropped with a big splash into 
the river” is converted using grammatical rules (like reducing to singular, nominative, 
infinitive, etc.) and synonym classes to:  “blue car fall big noise water”  
 
Bingo! The two sentences have been proven to be similar! 
 

Another functionality lacking in existing systems is the ability to process textual 
images for similarity checks. Some times one has to deal with textual information in 
scanned format. Most of such images contain text in typed form which can be very 
accurately converted to text with the use of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
engines.  

The missing components in existing systems also include better tabular 
information processing, proper support for foreign language characters, reference 
validity and relevance checks. It is likely that high quality services for plagiarism 
detection will have to combine a set of methods as described above.  

8 Conclusion  

It is fair to say, that current plagiarism detection tools work reasonably well on textual 
information that is available on the internet or in other electronic sources. They do 
break down: 
 

(1) When systematic attempts are made to combat plagiarism tools by e.g. using 
extensive paraphrasing with the help of synonymising tools, syntactic 
variations or different expressions for same contents. (NOTE: most of the 
better systems are stable against the order in which paragraphs are arranged: 
fingerprinting is usually not done on a sequence but on a set of data, hence 
order does not matter) 

(2) When plagiarism is based on documents that are not available electronically 
(Since they only are available in printed form, or in archives that are not 
accessible for the tool used) 

(3) When plagiarism crosses language boundaries. 
 

Of the three points mentioned above there is hope concerning item (2): more and 
more material is being digitized, and some tools have managed to get access to hidden 
material in paper mills and such. Item (3) will be challenge for some time to come. 
We believe that most headway can be achieved in connection with point (1) by using 
a multiphase approach: 
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Observe that we have mentioned that the similarity check of a small set of 
documents is possible using rather deep techniques that can determine conceptual 
equivalence even when heavy paraphrasing is used. However, those techniques break 
down if the volume of data becomes too large. Hence we think that the way to obtain 
a successful system that determines whether a particular document x is plagiarized 
will have to work as follows: 
A fast algorithm scans the whole available docuverse (the set of all available 
documents) and eliminates all documents that ‘clearly’ have not been used for the 
document x at issue. 
The remaining much smaller docuverse is now scanned by a better algorithm to again 
reduce the size of the set of still possible sources used for plagiarism. This continues, 
until a ‘fairly small set’ of documents remain for which it is feasible to use deep and 
computing intensive techniques. 

Whether the number of ‘passes’ should be 2, 3 or more remains to be seen. Since 
all major plagiarism tools are proprietary it is not known to us how much this multi-
pass technique is already in use. It is clear for us from the observations we have, 
however, that there is much room for further progress. 

In closing we want to mention two further important points to which we return in 
[Zaka & Maurer 2006]: 

First, plagiarism is not confined to academia. It is rampant and still not much 
recognized in schools, particularly in high schools where many assignments are of the 
general essay type, exactly the kind of stuff easily found on the internet. It also 
appears in a different form when government agencies or other organisations 
commission some ‘study’ or report to be compiled: in a number of cases they get what 
they want, pay quite some money for it, but what they get is just obtained by simply 
copying and pasting and minor changes or additions of existing material. In those 
cases it is not so much a question to detect plagiarism after the fact, but rather have 
some specialists spend a few hours searching on the net if the material requested it not 
available anyway before commissioning a report. 

Second, plagiarism is getting lots of attention in academia right now. The reaction 
has been that many universities purchase tools for plagiarism detection. It is our belief 
that to detect plagiarism at a university you need more than a software tool: you need 
a set of them, specialists who know how to work with those tools, domain experts and 
also language experts if we ever want to go beyond the boundary of one language. 
This implies that a substantial group is necessary to do good work, and this cannot be 
achieved by any one university. It requires a joint effort i.e. a center for plagiarism 
detection that is run on a national or even supra-national (e.g. European) level. 
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